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Short analysis based on InsightsMDI®
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INSTRUCTION

3 Points for the statement which best describes you
2 Points for the second best description
1 Point for the next best description
0 Point for the least accurate statement

This Analysis Questionnaire covers 12 areas each of which contains 4 terms for your consideration.
There is no set time limit for the completion of the Questionnaire but please try to finish it within a 
sensible timeframe. Rank the terms in the following manner:

This ranking should be completed for each of the 12 areas. In each area, a value may be used 
once only. Enter your points in the marked fields.
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Transfer these values as bars into the chart below. 
This will provide you with a tendency for your personal colour analysis. 
Values over 50% will be noticeable to yourself and others. 
Values between 40% and 50% may be noticeable depending upon the situation.

Transfer your points from the previous page:

Column 1 = RED
Column 2 = YELLOW
Column 3 = GREEN
Column 4 = BLUE

Are you interested in a detailed colour analysis?
Please contact us- we look forward to hearing from you:
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CONTACT SWITZERLAND CONTACT GERMANY
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